Poinsettia Flowers
YOU WILL NEED:










48486: Lime Glue Gun (coloured options available)
48394: Glue sticks (other pack sizes available)
50002: Craft Glue (other pack sizes available)
50540: Red felt
88586: Red glitter
48936: 10mm Silver Bells - 3pcs per flower
49012: Mixed pack Glitter Chenille Sticks
48938: 18mm Silver Bell
48939: 25mm Silver Bell
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# 50540
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STEP BY STEP:
1. From templates provided make cardboard or plastic templates (old ice cream containers work well) for the petal
and circle base.
2. Using the templates cut one circle per flower and eight petals per flower
3. Wrap left side of petal slightly over the right side to make a cone shape.
4. Using a dot of hot glue secure the two sides together. Make all eight petals in this way.
5. With hot glue attach all eight petals to the flower circle cut earlier. The bottom points should all meet at the centre
of this circle
6. Using hot glue add three bells at the centre of the flower.
7. For added glamour lightly brush some craft glue out from the edges of the bells in the centre and sprinkle some red
glitter onto the petals.
8. Set aside to dry.
9. Join two red chenille sticks by twisting two ends together.
10. At one end of the now long chenille stick, create a 5cm loop twist for hanging your creation.
11. At the other end, your bottom end, hot glue two bells (one small/ one large) with the larger one at the very bottom
12. Now space out your flowers and hot glue them to the chenille stick.
TIP: Cover the twist at the end of the top loop by overlapping a bit of the first flower across it; and the second flower
should cover the join of the two chenille sticks.

